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This conducted research is aimed to describe the politeness language in students’ discussion activity at class XI in SMK Dinamika Lampung Utara year 2014/2015. It serves the obligatory of politeness and also linguistics politeness, which were remarkable by the expression code of politeness and pragmatic politeness. However, they are delivered in a declarative speech.

The research method is the qualitative descriptive. Meanwhile, the data source of this research was from all delivered speech in the students’ discussion activity at class XI SMK Dinamika Lampung Utara and the descriptive data in such expression of politeness language of speech. Therefore, the analysis is a heuristic analysis, which is aimed to determine the importance of politeness language.

The founded result of this research shows that there is speech which obligate all principle of politeness in language such as wiseness, philanthropy, amiability, accolade, simphatetic and agreement. However, it is found that the linguistics politeness which is remarkable by the usage of politeness words in speech such as "silakan, maaf, mohon, biar, tolong and terima kasih". Thus, the result also shows that the pragmatic politeness is involved in the students' discussion activity in such declarative speech at class XI SMA Dinamika Lampung Utara as an expression of “suruhan and persilaan”.
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